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monument
Put Signs On
Street Corners
For Paducah

on Broad between Third and Fourth
monument ever erected to any for
streets to move back their front fenceignee in Japan was that to Commoes
which protrude out over the prope_Perry, and the policy and oone
the public
erty line and
duct of the American people for the
run where
will stand
brick
the
when
sidewalk
last fifty years has been one ic•f 'help i
street and pavement work reaches
to us. We regard America as an ally
that point.
without a treaty.
City Solicitor Poryear was instruct- CAUSES ST. PETERSBURG DIPARE MADE PLAIN BY THE
The chearion was put to Mr. Sara THE CONFEDERATE VETER- BOARD OF WORKS WILL HAVE
THE
IN
UP
THEM
PUT
to get up the proper papers to be
ed
THIS
UP
TAKE
WILL
ANS
LOMAT TO CLASS KAISER
as to any 'possibility of condict with
teit.KS OF HER PEACE
SEWER DISTRICT,
signed by people owning property
QUESTION.
the United States in the future, as
A BUTT-IN.
-abutting Sowell street in MechanicsENVOYS.
euggested by some of the American
Telephone
The
Curnberland
a
vicinity
Erecting
of
e
that
ComPanY
burg
The
Advocate
Citizens
press at the outbreak of the war, and Many
Is Given Peralizeion to ExcaMare graded and
Structure Upon Lawn in Front
. want that t
Mr. Sato asked what 'could bring
vac for Conduits.
Library.
'graveled but the requisite two-thirds THINKS HE DESIRES
of
Carnegie
about such a conflict.
WILL DEMAND
petitioners have to ask for the imTO MANAGE RUSSIA.
When it was suggested that Japan
MODEST INDEMNITY.
yesterday
At
meeting
the
has
project
commendable
afteenoon.provement over their signature bevery
A
mi ht covet the Philippine islepds, he
of the board of public works at the fore it can be authorized.
laughed heartily and replied that Ja- een started here in the city and will
City Hall, the members took up the , Report was made 'at the meeting
present
the
of
credit
the
to
redound
pan would not have the Philippine isThinks War Will End With the Conof having placed at certain that Contractor Harry Baldwin had Declares He Defends Morocco, Turquestion
merit
the
recognizing
in
generation
lands as a gift, even though a bonus
elatea giving the not yet presented his bond guaranteeintersections,
street
stood
wormen
key and Pope Pius and Organized
who
the
and
worth
of
clusion of Approaching Peace
accompanied the gift.
oh. that he will maintain for a period
They o-unflinchingly in hearty support of the name of the thoroogidares.
Chinese Boycott.
Conference.
Lost Cause during the troublous days 'have had the propos•ition before them of five years the concrete sidewalks
KENTUCKY MAN
it
that
found
and
for
months
some
he laid on Second from 'Broadway to
f the civil war. The movement
MADE PRESTDENT.
looks towards the erection here in would cost several thousand diollars Kentucky avenue. When he executes
MANY POINTS OF
a 'handsome monument to put at every corner two signs', this bond he will be given his esti- WHAT TRANSPIRED AT
Retail Coal Dealers for Kentucky and Paducah of
of the unswerving one glowing the name of the main • mates against the abutting property
commemorative
MEETING IS UNKNOWN.
INTEREST TOUCHED
Tennessee Organize.
devotion of the women of this city street, and the other that of the in- 1 owners, showing how mu eh each
to the Southern cause and already tersecting thoroughfare. Because of'owes ham for the pavements.
•
Louisville, Ky., July 26.—Roted
the enormous epense entailed by i Contractor Bridges has nearly finSt Petersburg, July 26.—In Finland,
New York, July ea.—That Japan coal dealer.. of Kentucky and Tennes- many of the leading business mien
placing these guIding signs at every ishect laying the first block of brick as in
being
as
and
spoken
have
others
Tangier, the kaiser's theatrical
ail! demand an indemnity of Russia see perfected their organizaion and
which corner the board of works yesterday street on Third from Kentucky av- performance has failed, because it exin the negotiations for peace, and that 200 members will hold the annual heartily in favor of the project
the
in
decided that they should go up
the war will be declared at an end at meeting. Their chief governing body they will support both with funds and main portion of the municipality in- enue to Washington street, while the cited univereal alarm. A prominent
peineial
influence.
concrete laid as foundation for the diplomat said today:
at
the conclusion of the negotiations
will consist of nine director,-three
At the last meeting of the James cluded inside First, Ninth, Trimble brick on top, has been finished to
"The interview between the kaiser
Portsmouth, N. H., next month, is from Kentucky, three from Tennessee
and Jones streets. This consists of the Adam F•reet. The grading is done
and the czar was decided on in June,
the belief of Baron Kornura, head of and three at large. All officers will T. Walbert camp of Confederate vetthe
and
entire sewerage district
-' son, and just ae soon but was kept secret until the last minclear up
the Japanese peace delegation, who be elected by the convention save the erans, a letter was read from a Soutu'oarct of works ordered City Engi- as the f t 1-1•.•-•-• of brick is r qUIplet- ute. The
the
Paducah
general
asking
thern
German ambassador at St.
?dby
arrived here today, as voiced
treasurer, who will be appointed by
being neer Washington to ascertain how ed, City Enuireer Vasehint ton wal Petersburg, and M.
inar Sato, who is the official spokes- the executive board. E. P. Fristoe, people to subscribe to a fund
Witte, When he
many signs would be needed, and peeervit the corteges .,. .,„ ., 7 up
went to Paris, denied the story, beman for the baron on this mission. of Mayfield, Ky., was elected presi- raised, with the object in view of theist probable cost, there being four
in some
and 'ir: "radios,. tao next t\‘ blocks cause. they knew that possibly anothMr. Sato, in an interview last night dent; W. T. Atkinson, of Clarksville, erecting a fine monument
Southern city, to the memory of the for each corner. The city is becom- 'of " • '7.1 from Jac'-sin, the terminus er rebel man-of-war like the Kniaz
said:
Tenn., vice president, and G T. Rider, women of the
0 grading now • done. to TenConfederacy. Mr. To- ing so large that even residents, n Potemkine might sink the kaiser and
"I am oonfident that peace wiH be of Louisville, treasurer.
,
iseph Ullman, of the local camp, was much less strangers, do not know
Crest The co voff.e. Is do the czar together.
successfully negotiated by the appoint
there
lie,
thoroughfares
where
the
all
chosen as 'chairman of the commite en! too esuc'h pf the highoray
"MI Souvorine, the editor of the
A SUCCESSFUL OPERATION. tee to get donations to this fund, and fore the signs will be of great as- )
et! delegations The Japanese will be
orn up efore the firs. :locks are Novoe Vrernya, explains that the kaiguided by moderation, and no excesin
houses
hunting
to
in
them
Isistance
tie has conceived the idea that a
a reoarde laying the brick. ser deeired so meet the heroes of the
sive deneands will be made; but the Performed on Rojestvensky, and His more commendable peoposition, and districts they are not familiar with. inissicsi
.
Washington is kept so battle of the Sea of Japan. This,
tot:freer
Oit.•
Conifition Is Satisfactory.
sentiment in Japan end Russia is for
Mr. 'haves Utteeback of the Padu- . usy on the T,herd street war:: that
one which would immediately meet
however, is preposterous. The fact
peace, and in the interests of humaniwith more co-hperation upon the part cab Gas & Fuel company, appeared ••- lois not heel time to e erres the of the matter is that William is offer
Tokio, July .36.—Rear Admiral Rea
ty and propriety there must be peace.
them
informed
and
board
the
before
to
be
of the public at large, would
l-rable (soh of tee new concrete (Mg ;Isis services to pacify Poland and
"The cost to Japan, however, has jestvensky has undergone a euccealls raise a fund for the erection here of that his company was preparing to cu;•• desired %here Cross Creek
lie manage Russian foreign affairs.
his
A
on
wound
been yery great. On both sides the ful operation.
Frontnnent to the Paducah ladies of take up its old gas mains on Jeffer- cross- releovel street just this side William is everybody's friend.
He
small
a
opened
piece
and
was
head
streets,
Sixth
toss has been e7o,000 men, Russia
present and past generations. Al- son between Fotrrth and
of the Union depot. The board of
losing 370,000 of these. The war is bone was removed. His condition ti though determined to help for the and they wanted to know whether the works has asked the street car corn- defends Morocco against France, Tut
key against England, the pope against
costing Japan one milii•on dollars a conwidered satisfactory.
other monument to he put up furth- municipal authorities would permit Panv and
C railroad to pay part the free-thinkers, and Europe against
"
clay, and there is a feeling that there
er south, the committee will at the the corporation to fill in the excava- of the
new culvert expense, and the the yellow peril. He organized the
ought to be an indemnity."
next meeting of the Confederate tions, after the mains are htid, with latter has agreed, while the car com- Chinese boycott
against American
Adced ai to the probability of an
camp urge that there be actively tak- the old gravel taken out, or whether pany wants to first know what the goods and the Russian tariff againet
altogether,
gravel
new
get
must
artnistice. Mr. Sato said that probaen up the question of putting one up they
expenditure will be before giving an
and throw the old away. After hav- answer. The engineer is to get up America, and now undertakes to debly would be among the first queshere.
fend the czar against the Zemetvos
tions the plenipotentiaries would con- SAM PAYNE'S WIFE ELOPED
Mr. Uhlman has talked to many ing the matter explained to them the the figures showing the possible cost. and
Poland."
WITH E. H. HILL LAST
sider. flasing the form of the negopeople in connection with the local board gave the gas company perbut
gravel,
old
the
NIGHT.
use
to
tiations on previous negotiationa. Jaaffair and everybody has. pledged mission
CONFERENCE OF
pan will make the demands for Rustheir wilting support to same. The they must put back the street in as
TWO EMPERORS.
Husband and Officers Capture Them Daughters of the Confederacy have *good condition as wben first found
sia's oortsideraticrn, be said.
at Epperson, Where They Had
"The peace terms while held inayao in their treasury that they want and fix it to the satisfaction of City
lias. Inkling Yet as to What TransGone to Catch a Train.
violate by those who know their text,
to give for a Paducah monument and Engineer Washingtdn. The board MISS CROW AND REV. SMITH
pired at the Meeting. \
treed
were formulated by the emperor of
from the already outspoken consid- of work9 wants good gravel
START OWE AT GRAHAMSam Payne, the colored porter # eration of the movetnent, there is no "lien excavations down in the busiJapan and his council"
VILE.
Berlin, July 26.—Although the GerMr. Sato was asked if, in the flush the saloon of Mark Brazaliorro, on doubt but what it wiii go through ness part of town ace filled in, so the
man foreign office was advised in the
of victory, the Japanese people would South Third street near Broadway, with success and put this city in ground wile not sink after the brick
U. Holds Weekly Meeting senvie cabled to the Associated Press
not feel entitled tio more than any last evening "nipped in the bud" the possession of a handsome monn- and bitidithic street work is com- W. C. T.
Luther
Afternoon—The
Monday on the general outlines of
This
pleted. If gravel half filled with dirt
treaty would allow, and Mr Sato attempt+ of the negro brick contrac- r client,
Meets.
League
what
Emperor William would say to
down
puff
former's
the
steal
and
tor, E. H. Hill, to
said
: The lawn fronting the Carnegie li- is used, it will settle
-- Emperor Nicholas in favor of peace
"The Japanese are not so gentle as eife. With officers he captured the brary has been spoken of by most into the form of a rut that portion
Yesterday at Grahanvville the big and international reform, in Russia,
to abide by any decision we may make recreant pair up at Epperson, five people as the most centrally and writ- of the street right above the mains.
was started and re- no report has been received regarding
camp-meeting
but they pay great respect to the of- miles out of town, where they had ably iocated place for the monument, Permission was given by the board
that
are
last night hundreds of what actually took place, and probports
comHopkinevile
Telephone
fices of President Roosevelt and his walked to board the
and if there exists no restrictions to for the Cumberland
vicinity of the ably no report will be received unless
that
from
people
acts have done a great deal to em- passenger train getting out of here prevent the selection of this site, it pany to excavate the street on KenThe re- it be a belated memorandum covering
attendnnce.
in
were
county
Sixth
evening.
to
the
Third
from
in
avenue
shortly after 8 o'clock
phasize else need for peace."
will probably be done. All the cities tucky
under some ppint foe observation in
conducted
is
gathering
ligious
Mr. Sato further said that the Jap- They were brought back.
over the South are putting up mon- streets, so underground conduits supervision of Miss Bertie Crow and
archives.
telephone
while
a
placing
quite
for
that
states
for
Panne
anese would prefer to have the Degouments of this character, some of the could be 'kid
Rev. J. J. Smith, who Retested in the
The foreign office says deforitely
tietione in the English language, as Hill has been hanging around his very small ones having imposing and wires inside. When the thousands of
just closed last that the Russian emperor'took the inmeeting
ina•mrrnoth
the
over
that
from
and
all
street,
Jackson
wires
neither Baron Komura nor himself home at 758
bandisorne structures standing within telephone
Sunday at Edelyville, above here on itiative in bringing the interview
speak French. The matter, however, he told the intruder he had better their midst to always keep in mem- city centralize within a few blocks of
the Louisville division of the Illi- about. Who took the first Step is
South
on
keep
building
and
trouble
exchange
avoid
to
aould be settled after President keep away
ory the loyalty of the women of the the
The Graham- not essential were it not that the Ger
Fourth street near Kentucky avenue, nois Central railroad.
Roosevelt had met the two represent- people from talking. Hill persisted Smith
will continue for a week trIn emperor is reported as desiring
villerevival
they
that
them
weaned
have
of
many
to
seemed
so
and
are
there
though,
atives.
many people contemplate to offer unsokcitated advice. It is
ca-.'e a regular network overhead, or two and
As to the attitude of the Japanese the affections of Payne'h wife, as last
DUE WITH SCHLITZY.
attending from here at different pe- learned from another source that the
away
do
to
went
wants
porter
company
saloon
the
the
when
and
evening
toward the Russian defegatee, Mr.
deer at Eckerrille two emperors have a private cipher
with this as much as possible and lay riods. The closing
home after finishing his daily toil he
Sato said:
Marshal McCullum Due Through the as many underground condeiter corn- there were something like to,000 peo- it, which tett-grams are occasionally
bunt/
had
wife
his
and
Hill
that
found
"We admire M Witte and Baron
City With Schlitzbaum.
exchanged which pa- through no
ing in from different directions with- ple there.
Rosen. The announcement of M. •led the lattera trunk into a wagon,
third hand.
tekthe
closest
skipped
then
blocks
few
and
depot
the
the
to
in
it
Witte's appointment to the peace par- en*
Marshai William alcCullum, of
W. C. T. U. Today.
ty WAY more wekome tio us than that out. Payne notified the officers and Kuteasta, is doe through here ticsday paorte headquarters, and in this manThe reguaer meeting of the W. C.
TRUTH WILL BE KNOWN.
of any other person could have been. Detectives Moore and Baker went to or aomorrow en route back to Eddy ner bring the wires into the exchange
U. will be held this afternoon at
T.
of
surface
Hill
underneleth the
building
-We recognize him as a great states- the depot and there found that
ville with A. B. Schlitzbaurn, the the earth The board of works gave too o'clock in the lecture room of No Whitewash Nov Scapegoat in
and the other's wife had bought ticks
man."
All persent to the branch pervinentiary
man
Bennington Disaster, Says
them permission to put down the the First Baptist church.
Mr. Sato emphasized the announce- ,cts for Princeton and checked their
year for embezzling from the conduits on the avenue for the three cone interested in the temperance
one
for
Bonaparte,
ete'
l
carried.s
be
to
city,
that
to
trunk
ment made frequently before that JaWashington, July 26—Secretary of
y American Express company, and who blocks mentioned with the under- cause are cordially invited.
pan does not seek territorial aggrand on the Hopkinsvitle train. The
while shipping ckrk in the shoe facthe Navy Bonaparte, when asked
izement, and on that point the speaker pair could not be fotmd around the tor* at the prison 'tole many hun- standing that when the excavations
Minister Returns.
Tuesday for a statement on the subfilled in it should be to the
were
depot though, and it then developed
said:
dred of dollars' worth of footgear by complete satisfaction of City EngiRev. T. J. Owen is expected back jet of the disaster to the Benningdeter
at
attempts
feared
had
they
"We wane in Manchuria equal opTennessee ton, promised the public that there
shipping them out to confederates on neer Waehington, who will see that tomorrow nieht from
so walked five miles up the railportunity, or what Mr. Hay called the
Schlitzbaum
ten days would be no ashotewasth, and that so
walls.
pea
the
been
the
of
'has
outside
the
he
where
properly done.
road to Epperson where they intend'open door.'"
Oregon, it is
meetings.
Portland,
protracted
assisting
at
in
was
captured
telephone
far as the service itself was concerncaptCuneberland
avoid
Apropos the
In respoor to the other questions ed to catch the train and
and the Kuttawa marshal' went out elicitation, the board instructed Chief
ed, he would make a scapegoat of no
as
frustrated,
were
plane
Their
ure.
Mr. Sato said Japan is over-populat
him, accomafter
Society.
ago
Missionary
days
ten
there
to
He said:
force
one.
police
engine
the
on
the
James Collins of
ed and that in the opening of Man- Detective Baker got
The- Junior Warden Missionary so- "The department is not yet ready
panied by the foreman of the prison have his patrolmen arrest every ataccommoda
Hopkinsville
the
tea/ling
field
attractive
churia and Korea an
shoe factory. The shoe theft was
ciety will 'meet this afternoon at 4
any statements as to the
fa eimmigtalliath would be...notate; lion and_ Officer Hurley remained in not discovered until after Schlitzbaurn tache of the telephone company o'clock with Miss Lettie Smith of to make
probable catiera of the disaster. When
found digging holes around the city
home than offered in Hawaii or Amer die baggage coach with Payne, who
served his year for embezzlement and for the poles, if they did not have ett North Seventh street.
the facts are better known and a reasalso went along. Their vigilance was
•
was relienaed from prieon.
onable basis for ,an intelligent opinthe proper permit issued by the city
Mr. Sato staid that while a desire rewarded, as when the train rolled up
Luther League.
ion may perhaps exist, the departauthorities. Ordinances provide that
for peace was the sentiment of Japan, to Epperson, there stood Hill and
league will meet this ment will hold back no information
Luther
The
LODGE MEETINGS.
no holes shall be dug for poles withit was not a desire for peace at any Payne's wife. They aerere both arthe Misses Kettler at in its possession to which any fairout permission is far* procured. This afternoon with
rested, a farmer's weloo procured
price.
on
Third street.
South
home
their
Will
Men
Red
minded man could think the public
and
is made applicable to all companies
"Japan is in a very prosperous con- end all brought back to town. The Elks, Odd Fellows
For the moment I wish to
Sessions.
the
entitled.
Regular
Hold
especially
afore
city
the
to
taken
poles,
but
using
dition at prevent," he said, "and the re'c'reant pair were
KILLErt AT MAYFIELD.
urge by example, as well as by preold telephone concern with whioh s
war talon do not fale heavily upon the hall where the aggrieved husband
cept, on everyone, Whether in or out
The Elks lodge holds its, weekly considerable toosible has been enpeople yet. There 'has already been started to get out wareants for them,
Caught
Head
Oot
Bletram
Jordan
on
hall
their
at
evening
the service, the advisability, and
this
of
countered in the past by the Minksubscribed $250,000,000 to a new inter- but finally changed hi* mind and re- seesion
- Between Falling Lags.
even
street.
duty, of refraining from loose,
Fourth
North
connection.
this
in
went
officers
both
this
At
ipal
nal loan, and our prosperity is further fused to prosecute.
Yesterday morning Jordan Buttram unwise and untruthful talk on a subMangum lodge of Odd Fellows will
Yes/enter there was eubmittect to
indicated by the success of our for- released and departing from the hall
meet tonight, and Inglesiek lodge to- the board the contract bond of was killed ireoantly at the Mayfield ject so delicate, so hard to understand
Hill went one way, the woman a
eign bovine."
evening, at the Fraternity Thomas Bridges & Company for the depot while loading logs on a freigh and No painful. I ask all good citimorrow
As to Japan's attitude toward Amer cr, and Payne in stiff an opposite
concrete sidewalks these contractors car for C. H. Hargrove. He Was us- zens to have patience, and if it shall
ica ,Mr. Sato laughingly asked: "Yon rection.
Men
Red
the
evening
morrow
will fey on the avenue from First to ing a mule anti block and tackle at- appear that there has been Whet of
Hill belongs to the "Colored
mean the yellow peril?" and ehen betheir
in
session
weekly
their
d
Ninth, Jefferson from Second to tached to a singletree to pull the logs duty on the part of anyone, T promas
901C
known
is
came more enthusinetic in his conver- moving in what
street
quarters.
Fourth
North
Ninth, and Sixth, Seventh and Ninth from the ground to the car When the ise the public that no one shall be
sation than upon any previous topic. for the d,arkies, and is also con
Kentucky avenue to Jefferson singletree broke and let the log pin- whitewashed, and the service that nofrom
of
lodges.
with a number
He said*.
A syndicate lei, purchased fifty of streets. The contract yeas) ratified, as ion his head between * and another body,shall he made a scapegoat."
The trunk of the Payne
"We are almost boyish in our encountry weeklies in Towa anti will was the bond, the tatter being given and crush the life not in( him. He
e
which
for
thusaawn and frieindeldp for America. went on to Princeton
Kansas expects whete crop of 73,
publigh them all as dailies. A univer- to guarantee the work shall be prop- w^a•-• 22 years oaf, left a wife and sevWhile we are friendly with China as it was checked, as the depot ba
eral children. The body was taken to 000,000 bushels, compared with norc
of
each
its
used
pages
be
will
two
sal
over
to,
Orientals. our greatest friends are master refused to tdrn it
,
nal yield of too,00rt000 bushels.
ernewere again given residents Marshall county for burial.
dn
4Frfie.
"r0
the fifty papers.
America 'and England. Why, the first detective.
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Sues For $10,000 Never Caught Him The Encampment

nonm•nonik.

For Sixty Days

L. S. DuBois, Prest H. C. Overbey, Vice-Prest.

Wm. Hughes, Cashier.

STATEMENT
OFFICER
ALEXANDER MANAGER ELMORE UNABLE ALL
ED
ARRANGEMENTS
FOR
We will save you 30 per cent. on
SUES ON ACCOUNT DEATH
TO LEARN WHO TURNED
COMING OF STATE GUARDS
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silverware
OF DAUGHTER.
IN ALARM.
IS COMPLETE.
and Diamonds.

The Paducah Banking Co.

At Close of Busiaess, June 30, 190s.
RESOURCES.
Genuine
Rogers
teaspoons,
regular
Snyder Preserve Company Sues Os- The Night Watchman's Service Is The Soldier Lads Begin to Arrive on
Loans and discounts
$1.50 grade
$2.03,070.84
Improved and Men Sent out
car Gregory Vinegar Works
'August 7 and Leave on Sep75e. Cash and exchange
When Reports Are Made.
for $5oo.
33,282 75
tember 2.
Genuine Rogers knives and forks, Furniture and Fixtures
700.00
$4.50 grade,
.$2.75 Bonds
1,000.00
Manager Elmore, of the Western
Suit for $1o,000 was tiN0 in the
Frankfort, Ky., July 26.-All arcircuit court yesterday by Edward Union Telegraph company, has not rangements have been completed in A Waltham or Elgin jeweled movement in 20 year guaranteed gold
$237,953. 59
Alexander, administrator of Elsie yet been abbe too discover the identity the department of the adjutant generLIABILITIES.
filled case
Alexander, against she
$8.50 Capital
Paducah of the culprit who...several Saturdays a)l jot the annual camp of instruction
too,000.00
City Street Railway company. It ago turned in a false alarm over the of the State Guard, to be held at Pa30 per cent, off on solid gold jew- Deposits
115,619.23
was brougltt by Lawyers Hendrick, privete alarm ea-stem of the tele- ducah, beginning on August 7. The elry.
Rediscounts
12,500 00
Miller & Marble, for the plaintiff.
graph company at its station at the Second regiment will go into camp
•
Tax
account
Every
article
engraved
free if dez,000.os
Mr. Alexander is the well known Hiram Blow stave factory near the first; it will be followed by the First
Surplus
8,000soo
member of the police force whose lit- Union depot. The alarm caused an or Louisville regiment, and then by sired. See us for sure bargains.
Undivided prniits ....
834.36
tle girl Elsie was run over by the unnecessary run by the fire depart- the Third regiment. The camp will
street car July 14tli in front of his ment andethe manager has °fretted a close on September 2. General 'orhome on South Sixth stireet near Ten standing reward and tried in every ders were isoued today to the com$237.953-59
neisee, and received such injuries as manner possible to find out who manders of the regiments regarding
caused her death two days thereafter. sent in the false report and caused all the moving of thie men under them
Her arm was cut off and head crush- the trouble. If the party is caught to the camp, and regulations whie
Twenty years experience.
ed and the doctors tactile not save he will be prosecuted to the full ex- there. The troops will be reviewed J. A. Konetzka, Jeweler and Optician.
her although they labored hard for tent 4 f the law, as tampering with ty Gov. Beckham, on which review
311 Broadyaw-Yellow Front,
several days. The petitioner claims the alarm system will not be toter- days he will be acoompaniV)
1. the
that l'he accident and following death at ed.
members of his official staff.
e rewas due to carelessness upon the part
view day of the Second regiment has
Watch.mares Service.
of the street car attaches in charge
been fixed for August 11. The govDo you want a first class Job by an
Manager Elmore has improved the ernor will visit the camp again on Auof the car.
watchman's service that connects the gust 2.4 to review the First regiment
nn-nn
expert workman? If you do take
telegraph office down town with all troops, and will remain in camp
Vienrygar People Sued.
undaynawyer George Oliver well the mills and factories around the out til the 28th to review the Third regiIt to
f
in tbe circuit court for the skirts of the city. In the mills are ment.
A. Snyder Preserve company of boxes in which the watchmen are reAdjt. Gen. Haly and Col. Gaines.
again* the Oscar Gregory quired to insert their key at stated the inspector general, expect to have
ir collnpany of this city for periods while making -their nightly the beet equipped camp ever held by
-he plaintiff claims the Pado- rounds of the plants. Turning the the gtrard. First Lieutenant David Y.
224 Broadway,
‘-'h c• -ern owes them that much key flashes into the telegraph office Beckham, artillery corps,
Paducah, Ky.
United
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
down town a signal evidencing the States army, brother of Gov. Beckfr- •
earnished.
goods. Gloves, masks, balls, bats
fact that the watchman hat reported ham, has been detailed by the war
etc, etc.
in. Heretofore if a watchman did department to give instructions
sc,coo Hat.
to
•en. colored, has filed hot report at the proper time it was the troops while in camp, and will
Tenn., for $5,000 marked up against him at the tele- remain there during the entire time
Sr St. L. railroad graph office and the mill proprietor ot the encampment.
7 F. M. Dugger then notified of the carelessness of
Col. A. T. McCormack, surgeon gen
DRUG STORES.
•y from him when the watchman. Now though, for fear tral, is placed in supreme charge of
r:f • d to pay railroad semeehing may•happen to the watch- the medical and sanitary departments,
tilacy
ksi4;ti
n Sptsh.onp
eh3
o8n
.e 131
man. the telegraph office force irn- and all regimental surgeons
and asmediately dispatches a man to the sistant surgeon and hospital corps
I
mill when the watchman fads to re- men will upon their arrival at camp
•
Soc-c.',..tg Startling.
spez'
,nd jury oontirrues at port ar regular intervals to see what stand detached from their commands DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
-tie'' 0• irk of investigating is the matter. A watchman may get 1111 will report to the surgeon gen230 NORTH FIFTH STREET
it
the 01117
nf the unknown white slugged and robbers start to blow eral for duty.
woe wrr t und under the straw open the safe or rob the place, and by
Both Phones 355
Separate orders issued today reguout upon the Reyeolcts farm sev- immediately sending a man out from late the movement .of the troops from
Office Hourst 8 to to a. m, i to 3
tral tniks from mown, last fall. Many the telegraph office these possible- their homes to the camp of inatrucp.
m. and 7 to 9 p.
witnesses are being investigated and lees are avoided.
tion. Under thew orders companies
a,
- yet nothing has been accomplished
cf the Second regiment, the first to Office and Floor Fraternity Building.
but it is understood that one mementer camp, will leave their homes on
++++e-e4.4-44.4"11
ber of the jury had remarked that if
the morning of August 6. lover the
-When in Want ofcertain parties could be induced to
L. & N., and will leave Louievilk at
tree all they knew, indictments would
To p. m. the same day for Paducah. RUBBER
TIRES
REPAIRING
be quickly returned and the mystery WOODMEN
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
OF THE WORLD arriving there at 5 a. m of August 7.
cleared up. Ft is believed everything
They will leave the camp reopening Horse-Shoeing,
GIVE ONE TODAY AT
General Blacksmithabout the killing it. known by certain
home ,at no p. m. on August 14. The
BANDANA.
Of Padue-41a, Kentucky,
ing Call on
people but they will not "cough up."
First regiment companies will leave
J. V. GRIEF, MGR
Capital and Surplus $11515,000
Large Crowd Out Yesterday at St. Louisville for the camp at to p. 'Ti.
Evitts Proceeding.
ite
Kentucky
en
Avenue-T
August
el,
16,
956-r
arriving
John's-Lovelaceville
ed.
at
camp
at
5
People
Judge W. M. Reed said yesterday
c.'ciock the folkawing msorning. They
Have Affair Thursday.
That he had not yet set a day for gtvwill leave the camp returning hme
ED P. NOBLE,PRES.
G. W. ROBERTSON V. PRES,
ieg a full Ihearing to the writ of proQuite a crowd rif people went down at lo p. m. August 24 following. The
hibition City Jailer Thomas Evitts last evening
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER
to Bandana to attend the companies of the Third regiment will
has applied for, to prevent the board big Woodmen
of the World barbecue leave their homes for camp OP the CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
Transacts
all regular banking business. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
.94 municipal aldermen from trying and picnic
today, while this moreing morrring of August 25, arrivirg at Repair work and fencing a specialty
the charges preferred against him by. others
per
cent
annum
per
on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes In fire
camp
at
the
m,
same day. eiliey
will go down. Attorney David
4 p
Phom 1472.
Patrolman Samuel Beadles. Yeetr- Cross, left last
evening arid will et-1day will leave camp returning home at to
proof vault for rent at $3 to $to per year as to sire. You carry your own
day the judge and lawyers for both be one
of the principal speakers for p m. ye September 2.
sides talked the matter over and next the occasion. Music
key and no one but yourself has access.
will be furnished
Monday seemed tri be the day most by Deal's band
that went 'down last
-a
favorably considered, and it will be night so as
to be on hand early this
decided immediabely whether the mat morning. Reports
from Bandana are
Sec -'hall be set down for that date. that the gathering
will be one ce the
Niagara Falls-July nah, and train
largest ever held in that atction of ABOUT zoo CHILDREN AT
AN- 104
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
Jumped Board
of July 27th, round trip Weis,
the country, and thousands will be on
NUAL PICNIC OF REV.
Constable A. C. Shelton early yesgood returning for 12 days. Tickets
hand
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
CHILES.
terday evening arrested Frank Jefwill only be accepted on morning
ferson, colored, on the charge of atSt. John Barbecue.
Went Out in Morning in Several train Ni. 16 from Louisville July management for guests at the
tempting to jump his hoard bill be
.27th via B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. in conThe annual barbecue for Sr. Jobs's,
Wagons and Carriages and Reowed Jane Johnson, a negress of citttnin
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
nection with Erie R. R., leaving Cinthe county, wa, given yesterturned
in
Afternoon.
Thirteenth and Jones streets. The
cinnati .ime date
day and 1 mammoth crowd way three
Very bests accommodations at reasonable rates
account amounted to $11.25 and on
Niagara Falls-August 4th, and
ud .
incling
1,
reral 'hundred people who
The
annual
picnic
given
to
the
being taken charge of Jefferson set- went out
f m here. Deal's band sup poor children of the city by Rev. W. train No. toe of August 5th, round
tied the debt and was released.
plied the usical features for the big S. Chiles and wife was a wane, Kn- trip $17.05, good returning for 12,4
assembly.
ees, yesterday, as about one hundred days. Tickets will be accepted from
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
-little ones were taken to the country Louisville only on morning train No.
to,
B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. in connection
Lovelaceville Barbecue.
to spend the day and enjoy the great
One week from today the big an- sport prepared for them. The several with C. H. & D. R. R. from Cincinnual barbecue four miles northeast of waitrons and carriages met the little nati, Pere Marquette and Wabash
NEW LODGE WILL BE INSTI- bravelaceviMe will be give., and as ones at Third and Adams streets yes- railroads.
-usual. the big crowd from' here will terday Intoning at 8:31) o'clock and
Atlantic City-All trains of August
TUTED ON WEDNESDAY
(Incorporated.)
go anten. The people of that vicinity took them out to the grote
AUGUST 2ND.
near 3rd. round trip $21.55,in connection
give the entertaitrment every year Thompson', milt, several miles from with C. & 0. R. R. from Louisville,
General Cartage Business,
Ceremonies Will Take Place at Elks' and have thousands out.
this city on the Cairn Pike, paneing and good on all trains of that line,
and. Will Be Attended by
through Rcnvtandtow n There swings leaving Louisville August 3rd, and Superior Facilities for
Office
Many Visitors.
WALTER 'VAUGHAN FINED.
were erected for the little ones and returning until August 14th
2nd and Monroe
Atlantic City-All trains of August Handling Freight, Machinery
other convenience, prepared for
Paclena.h Aerie, Fraternal Order n'f He Struck Adolph M,eyer-Police them to spend a fine day. Plenty
moth,
round
trip
$21.55
Househ
in
And
old
connection
Goods.
to
Both 'Phones ii
Eagles, will he instituted and MetallCourt Proceedings.
eat and drink had been carried along, with B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. from Louised on next Wednesday evening Augand before the outing was brought to ville and on all train: leaving that
ust 2nd. The cerenronies will take
In the police court yesterday morn- a close all the tots voted it the tritest place August loth, good returning for
place at (he Elks' Hall, on North ing Walter 'Vaughan, clerk at the successful affair they
ever participat- 12 days.
Fourth street, and the work will be Vhohnleas candy kitchen, was fined ed ;.11, and, were loud
Chatauqua Lake, N. Y.-July a8th,
in their thanks
done by the Cairo, Illinois, degree $3 and costs for striking Adolph to the hard working minister
and his tound trip $1960, good returning unteam, presided over by Messrs. Har- Meyer in front of the Mirk and MK/T- wife. The little ones
til August 20th.
were brought
vey Harmon and W. H. Peebles, of rig saloon on 'South Third street. The back to the city about
Louisville, Ky.-July 3oth and 31st,
5 o'clock in
Princeton. Ind., grand lodge officers vase against 'Meyer was, dismissed.
the afternoon, and en route the woods round trip $6.95, good returning until
of the order, ender whose inrisoicMorris Jemes was dismissed of the resounded with their happy singing August moth.
lion the Areal lodge was organized. charge of jumping on and off a mov- led by the
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam BoilerFor further particulars apply,
older ones along.
Mr. Loris P. Head, organizer of ing street car.
J. T. Donovan, Agt. Paducah. Ky.
Some few people do not realize the
The local aerie, yesterday telegraphed
Buck Russell was fined Si for vast good work done by Mi. Chiles
G. C. Warfield, T. A., Union depot.
the grand lodge -for the parapherna- steikting the porter at the Western and wife, Who are
alwaysi working in
lia, etc., to be used in initiatory work. Turf saloon on Broadway and Maid- behalf of the unfortunate
side of the STREET CAR MAN
and it will he forwarded at once. If en Alley, where Russell works as world, an evidenced
Rests:Li:me Phone 726
GETS A MILLION Office Phone 369.
in this particular
it *voted fail to arrive in time, how- bartender.
1
inntence.
ever, the Cairn team will bring their
Wood Jones wee dismissed 2-nel
They *tartest their p.ertice a year or Eccentric Woman Whom He Mar.own outfit.
George Grosslhart fined $I for fight- two ago and 'CM+ 92111714Tler give one
ried Left Him Fortune.
About 125 vnerebers have been se- ing.
to the poor children who are not
Acured for the new aerie, and many
Worth lloleoselb, Sam Holland able to otherwise enjoy recreation
San Francisco, Cal, July 25.s
retort will he sertwed hefare the date and Clyde Martin we-re fined $2o for of thia charactee.
Judge Sayre, at Lakeport yesterday,
of inietallation.
gainfileng, while the similar charge
•
banded down a decision giving the
• Viiitors are expected from Cairo, against Jobe Goal was diernineed
Gov. Folk seem, determined to entire Floyd estante, worth $inno,00ci,
74faeletrille, Lou i -.seek. St. Leine, East
Mire. Bolan was arraigned on the 'tweak up race track
lotting and other to Milne Gorrene, htieband of the late
St. Louis and other Illinois towns. charge of whipping Lela Rogers. The leweesenese in anti
We Write Anything in Itisurance
about St. Loeis. Mss Floyd.
Officers will fie elected the eight of case was dismissed and both the wo- Nees threatened
Goticene
wee te conductor on a Office 306 Broadway
with a snit for dartPhones: Office 385-Residence 1696
the inetitutution of the new lodge. men placed tinder $200 bond to 'keep ages by
street car and his handsome face and
the feet track people.
The 'committee on arrangeirrnnts will the peace toward.) each other.
polished manner won the rich bin ecmeet at the Hotel Lagoniamitto this
The ill-fated gunboat Bennington centric Mien Floyd. She was fifteen
afternoon at 2 o'clock' to complete
The Swedish cabinet resigned be- flee been floated at San Diego and years older than he, hilt,
despite famaerangennente for the reception of cause the rikedag advocated the open will he repaired.
ily opposition, she mnrried him, and a
visitere and to prepare. a pregram for jeers-4 negotiations to let Norway
year knee she died, leaving him all her
withdraw from the union The call
the day.
•
Seven thousand armor plate week- estate except the house where she
/net favored compelling the Norwe- ars are net in Italy.
and a general Lved- The will was contested by "ear
FOR YOUR DINNI R.
At the head of the clam Eike geom.) to return to the union.
!relative, on the grotind of the testastrike is feared.
35e. EVERY DAY ZXCEPT SUNDAY.
Preern fee agar.
.
tore) incompetency.
If 30 UNTIL 3 P. M.
passenger rate war is on he
A'
For perfection tne rarity NM&
, lot a Week for The Register. .itween New York and Chicago.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 5.12:30 to 2.
Elk Dream TOC cigar.
;pc • Week for The Register.
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Broadway.

Big Barbecue

THE GLOBE BANK Sez, TRUST CO
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Great Time Had

Illinois Central R. R.
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New Century Hotel

Price Bros. eic CO.,

Eagles To Install

paid

ucah Transfer Company
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FIRE INSURANCE
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Concrete Walks Mound City Dike Deaths From Afar
WANTS WILL BE STARTED SOON BY
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT
CAPT. BARRETT, WHO HAS
COURT
THEM AROUND
CONTRACT.
HCYUSE SQUARE.

3.84
3-75
3.00
5.00

Marriage License Waled to John Cal- Work Will Be Completed in Four
Months—Will Be a Gerat
tena and Josephine Caltena, of
Benefit.
Heron, Ill.

3.59

).e3

IF 6
It

i

I-36

1.59

NUMB

•

THOUSANDS MAY JGIN
TEAMSTERS'STRIKE.

Trouble Between Labor Unions and
Employers in Chicago Not
KIRKPATRICK
RENA
MRS.
Ended.
PASSED AWAY AT RIVERJuly
Chicago,
e5.—At a mass-meetSIDE, CAL.
ing of einoloyere held last nee:re at
Miss Mattie Higgins Died of Typhoid which representatives, of over 200 biOp I
nee.- houses sere present, it was
Fever at Benton—Mrs. Daisy
.unanimously decided that no more of
George Expired at Austin.
the teamsters who have been an
Many friends here will regret to strike will he reinstated until all the
learn that yesterday morning at 5 unions involved have called off the
o'clock Mrs. Rena Dishmais Kirkpat- strike. After the meeting J. V. Farrick died at her home in Riverside, well, Jr., speaking for the Employers'
Cal., after a lingering illness with con Association, issued the following state
surnytion. The remains will be inter- mere:
"Owing to the fact that the various
red at that city.
The deceased was a most estimable local' teamsters' unietre have refused
lady of this city, who %it'll her hus- to call off the strike and permit their
band, Mr. Wallace Kirkpatrick, went members to relearn to work, by which
to Riverside lase October to take up action the teamsters are kept in a
their home on account of the bad state of unrest and their attitude tohealth of the wife, who had been an ward thieir employers made uncertain,
invalid for three years pant because the members of the Employers' Association have concluded not to erupt( y
of weak lungs.
The deceased was 35 years of age striking teamsters until the whole
and was born near Sharpe, Marshall strike is settled."
The teamsters are in a belligerent
conty, where she lived quite a
while. She removed to this city mood, and threats are freely made
where her husband was for some time that unless the employers recede
engaged in the grocery business. She from their position there will be a gen
was a most lovable and esetieerned lady eral strike of all the union, teamsters
who patiently bore her affliction with- , in Chicago This would mean the call
Out a murmur and evinced true Chris- ling otso of 35,000 men, whereas but
tian fortitude. She was a member of :5.000 were involved in the strike which
was 'recently declared at an end b3
the Brogideray Methodist church.
lusters' pent council,
Her husband is the only one stir- ,the
viving in the immediate family, there
being no children. Mrs. Boyd Rudolph and Mr. LaFayette Dishman, of
!ear Sharpe, are blether and sister,
ehilie Mrs. Linens Roof, of 709 Jones
street, is her niece.
Just before moving West the family resided at the Mrs. Campbell
boarding blouse on Sixth and Washington street'.

OUR
PITTSBURG

COAL
(Cairo Bulletin.)
Is the cheapest on the
Capt.'Oscar M. Barrett, of Cincinnati,,cef the Barrett line of steamboats
market.
We also have
arrived in Paducah yesterday to make
preliminary arrangements to build the
the best Kentucky Coal
two dikes ani Mound City, Ill., a government contract for which be securin Paducah. Get our pried thirty days ago. The advertising
of the contract by the government
ces before placing your
was go:'c about quietly and little if
anything had been in the papers about
the letting of it. The news that it has
... order....
been bet will come ae a pleasant surprise to rivermen and shippers between here and Paducah.
Capt. Barrett, accompanied by his
St. Louis agent, Cape W. J. Lewis,
W4r, et`
arrived in Paducah on the steamer
Beaver, which has just received a
new hull. They are en route up Tennessee river to look after stone to
be used in constructing the dikes and
will be gem several days. Capt. BarDeeds Recorded.
Property feing on Lintoin street rett gave outs the following facts relahas been -old by Louis M. .Metzger tive to he. contract and the completo Arthur Sills for $150, and she deed tion of the work: "The government originally intendfiled for record yesterday with the
ed to build, three dikes in the lower
county clerk.
Roscoe efcElya epic' to Monroe Mc Ohici, one at Ogeleres Landing, and
Elya for $.400, property on the Me- two aL Mound City, but after the aptropolis and MaxoWs Mill road in the propriation had been whittled down,
it was found that only $37,000 could
county
be allowed this improvement which
Henry
from
August Keith bought
Gockel for Seim pnuperty on Sooth cut out the dike at Ogden.
"The work was advertised in the
Fifth street. •
St. Louis papers and few persons
knew what it was for besides conLicensed to Wed.
John Caltena, aged 24, and Jose- tractors, which is the reason I.
Died at Benton.
dikes
phine Caltena. aged at, came here yes was said on the outelide. These
Miss Mattie Higgins died of typeople
the
to
deal
will
mean
great
a
terday mornirvg from Heron, Ill, and
phoid fever at the home of her parents
procured a marriage licenee. They of Paducah and Cairo. It will mean a in Benton. The funeral services were
two
the
between
water
of
stage
good
are comers, and both born in Italy.
places, with always a good stage at conducted yesterday by Rev. B. W.
The groom is a miner.
Cairo. Of course the Ogden dike Base, of the Tenth street Christian
would better the situation but this church, of this city, who returned last
Visiting County Judge.
night. The deceased was 18 ye-arc of
County Judge Lee, of Graves coun- will follow later, possibly next year, age.
ty, wan. in the city yesterday on buei- when the rivers and harbors appropriatien is made.
nees.
Niece Died.
"I expect to start work within thir!sirs. Mattie Lee, of Trimble street,
15
a
reaches
river
the
when
days,
ty
SECRETARY TAFT
has received word that her niece, Mrs.
REACHES JAPAN. foot stage at Cairo., and will complete Maude Parker died near Bandana.
my contract within four month... I
She was 26 years of age and left a 4214
Detached Palace Provided for Ac- have made some preliminary arrange- husband and daughter Oa mourn her
the
up
route
en
now
ments
am
and
commodation of the Party.
Tennessee river to stone quarries to loss She was a Methodist.
THE BUGGY
BUOGY SEASON IS ON. WE HAVE THE MOST COMabout getting the stone."
see
Yokohama, July 25.—Secretary of
Former
Paducah
Lady.
PLETE
IN THE CITY. OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
LINE
Capt. Barrett and Capt. Lewis are
Wet Taft and party received a demYOUR
RE-RUBBER
Austin,
word
US
comes
From
Texas%
NIGHT
AND DAY. LET
RUNNING
onstrative welcome to Japan, the prin- both of the opinion that the marine that Mrs. Daisy George died there
WEIGHT,
OF
&
MORGAN
GRADE
WHEELS
WITH
BEST
THre
cipal buildings, streets and wharves people generally should repeatedly several days ago. She was 23 years
WE
TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
of this city and the shipping in the and persistently demand a larger and of .
SADDLIE, BRIHARNESS,
OF
LINE
ALSO
A
here,
HAVE
and
COMPLETE
resided
ge
a
formerly
approconfinuocre river and harbor
harbor being gaily decorated.
her husband being Mr. Morgan
DLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE AND MULE
A noisy display of daylight fire- priation and state that this is the George
JEWELRY,
BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTI AND
ever
will
any
get
works along the streets fronting the only way the rivers
SPRING-WAGONS
harbor announced the arrival of the appropriation.
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OM IMMENSE
COMMENCE SURVEY OF
steamship Manchuria at the quaran- 'The annual appropriation has been
AND GMT OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCEASE.
STOCK,
LOWER OHIO.
tine grounds at 7 o'clock this morn- too Anall and ai,er it has been shaved
NO.
SALES ROOMS NO. 211 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE
Capt.
government,"
the
by
down
ing, and continased until the veesel
MONROE.
AND
THIRD
2,
NO.
WAREHOUSE
STREET;
MEYERS
Government
to
Take
Levels and
Lewis exp/ainete "the interior rivers
was docked.
Soundings Between Louisville ,
Lloyd C Griecom, the American get little or nothing. This small apAnd Cairo.
minister, the attaches; of the legation ropriatices for the Ohio will do a
remains
yeti
there
world
but
good,
of
and Consul-General H. B. Miller, of
Louisville, July 25.—Capt. Harry
New Oman, together with represent a great deal to do in the way of im- Burgess, of
the engineering corps,
people
the
should
deand
provemen(s
atives of the Japanese imperial house
states that a survey of the lower
a
government
the
make
that
mand
department
war
officers,
hold, foreign
Ohio will he commenced about
and Asiatic society then hoarded the krge appropriatino for the interior August r,
covering 467 miles from
made
This
be
not
rivers.
too
can
greet
Formal
extended
and
Manchuria
Louisville
Cairo and continuing
'to
gois
it
because
press,
the
by
strong
ings to Secretary Taft and Miss
for nearly two years. About five
Roosevelt, who heed an informal re- ing to be taken up all over the coun- months of each
yearsenly is available
try and worked to the bone.
cepterni upon the deck.
for work of tele gore and so it will
approportion
the
greater
of
"The
the
to
driven
then
was
party
The
be near the close of icoo6 when the
railroad station, through the crowded priation goes to the harbors in the survey is complete. There will he
04-1-1
4.4411-HIL
41E+IC+411E 1-01N+
Oreets, and boarding a special train. East, Wttit 'and South, and also on two parties in houseboats towed by
departed for 'Pekin at to a. m., amid ohs' lakes, and when the government small tugs, and from ferty to fifty
the cheers of the assembled multi- goes through splitting it up, the in- men will be engaged in the work. It
terior rivers get but little. What the
tude.
has been the intention of the govUpon arrival at Telcio Secretary interior men intend to do is to get ernment to have a survey of the river
the
after
and
good
strong
government
Taft and his personal staff were taken
from Pittsburg to its mouth, but it
k.Shiba, where 3 detached palace one make it see that the inland rivers has been finished only as far as CinSt. Louis and Tenessee River Packcommerare
the
to
important
as
just
was provided for their accommodacompany—the cheapest and best
cinnati.
et
there
Louisville
Between
and
tion. Mice Roosevelt accemmanied cial success of the country as the out- the levels showing the slope of the
excursion out of Paducah.
Minister Griscnin to the American side harbsee."
The only reation that Capt. Barrett river have been made, and the soundleeation. The voyage was uneventhas not begun work on the dikes be- ings will be taken in the near fie
ful and the party arrived. well.
fore now is that the river has been ttsre by a party organized like the
unusuaily high for this season of the other two.
WILL RESIGN FROM
No work of the kind at all has been
COURT OF APPEALS. year, and he has to wait for low done between Louisville and Cairo,
line
the
He
water.
an
is
irs
expert
Louisville, Ky., July 26.—It is reand the taking of the precise levels
ported that Judge James E. Central and needless to say will give the gov- and sounding, on that seetion of the
PADUCAH REAL ESTAVLS-... WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EAST
as
ernment
good
quick
and
as
job
a
with resign from the Court of Appioneer
of
nature
the
in
Ohio
be
will
IfICX1/4,1THLY PAYMENT- LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
peals unless his 'health improves so it cored possibly get.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
work. These figures are necessary
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AO PRICE LIST
The
will
dikes
probably
enable
that he can assume his duties. His
upon
begun
and rest; good service, good table;
before operations can be
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOu
physicians do not think there is any boats to run between Paducah anti locioe and darns, as the position of
good rooms, etc. Boats leave cads
possibility of this. He suffered a Cairo the year round. Frequently the the ehallOws must be exactly known
fin.thaush.
v
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
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Judge Lightfoot stated yesterday
that if the appellate court decided the
"Town Cow" should not run at large
but be kept up, that he intended necormnending to the fiscal court, composed of magistrates, that the iron
fence surrounding the court house be
taken clown and then eight foot con-crcte sidewalks laid where the brick
pavements now lie On the four sides
of the court house square. The sidewalk at present is twelve feet in
width, the widest in the city, but the
concrete, if put down, will be only
eight feet wide and the court house
yard extended out to consume the
other four feet that will be planted
with bluegrass, just like the couht
house, square. The improved walks
would make things present an up-tiedate and city-like appearance.
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RE to be found at GEO. ROCK'S, the oldest
and one of the most reliable shoe merchants
in Paducah. Everything— in my large and well

selected stock is being sold at actual cost for
cash until August 1st.

Call early and get the best selections.

GEO. ROCK.

Paducah, Ky.
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who is catobing for Cairo,
BOY WONDER:fielder
are published: Danville, 19,537; Jack- ROBERTSON & GARDNER TO
Stages Yesterday.
seems to he a first-class backstop.

Itt:ItI11111-11:-4-einereseletee

t Quick
kadache. Cure

sonville, 15,o78; Belleville, 17,4144; es 'START SEWER WORK IN
Cairo, 26.3; falling.
Gilybert, one of inenderson's best nnattoon 9,622.
These figures are
5.0; falling.
TWO
WEEKS.
Chattanooga,
has signed with Cotumble,
itch r
pee,
_
Cincinnati, 16.8; falling.
.LET INFANTS DOWN WITH , S. C., i n the South Atlantic league. from the 1900 census and it is reasonable to expect they have grown. Mr. Gardeer Goes to Chicago to Look
Evansville, 13.5;
FOUR HITS IN ELEVEN
It was Becker, who leas heretofore They are also up-to-date cities and
When your head is throbbing
at Machine Which Digs Ditches
Florence, 3.1; rising.
been invincible against Paducah, who good baseball cities, They
. are closeINNINGS.
And- Trenches.
Joensonville, 47; falling.
and well-nigh splitting wina a
was pounded for ten bits yesterday. ly situated, too.
There ate other
Louisville, 6.3; rising.
Seeing like it has been a year since good baseball cities in Illinois and
completed
been
have
:Jr. Carmel, 5.5; falling.
.erraneernents
terrible headache take Henry's
I
Paducah played here but the team it would not be necessary to take all by the Southtrn Bitulithic compapy
nvine, 8.7; rieing.
INDIANS AND ALICES LEAD. will be home Sunday with Princeton. of
these in. Expenses in the South- to eub-let to Ccmtractoes Roberts in
Headache Powders and your
Pitts:ring, 5.8; rising.
Paducah and Vincennes are 200 ern are very !heavy, and it is a ques- & Gareetr the contract for putting
Devis !slated Dam, 5.6; standing.
heedeche will speedile vanish.
points ahead of Princeton and Canon tion whether Paducah cound stand down the storm sewer, underneetn
St. Louie, 19.9;
'Cairo Treated to A Coat of White- but conditions may change in a them. Of course the Southern league Kentucky avenue from Second to
Mt. Vernon, 13.3; fatting.
jiffy.
is favored, by local fans but money Ninth etrents, Jefferson from Second
This headache remedy is per
Paducah, 144; felling.
wash by Vincennes in Fast
, The Indians have their eyes on the enough must be raised or guaranteed to Ninth, and Sixth, Seventh and
Mme-Notes of Game.
fectly safe. There is nothing
!horsehide. Ten hits isn't bad. The to pay expenses for the season before Ninth from Jefferson to Kentucky
Yesterday afternoicze there departed
special didn't Fay if there were any entering, if Paducah enters. It is avenue. The bittslithic people also for the Tennessee rixer the set-antes
in it which could possibly harm
i, ; owners.
ban not to take a pill you can't awarded to Robertson & Gardner Clyde. She corn-es back again next
1 "Beady played hie first game with seelnlow, but some would ;be willing the work of grading these thorough- Monday night.
New Standing of the Clubs.
any person.
W. L. Pct.. the Evansville Central league team for Paducah to go into the National fares for the ;brick and bitulitbic °Tomorrow morning the steamer
Rachwah
3 2 .600 yesterday and out of four times up league if the opportunity were offer- work to be done on them. Mr. Kentucky will come out of the Ten3 2 .600 be got a ejngle and a two bagger."
Vincennte .........
ed.
Gardner yesterday received a . letter nessee river and lay ;here until 5
3 .400; ;Princeton and Paducah will begin
2
4 Cairo
from President Ingram, of the Nash- o'clock Saturday afitiernorm before
3 .400 , a series of four gamen here next
2
Princeton
vine company, whet-in he stated that getting out on her return that way.
NEW SCHEDULE.
Sunday. .Manager Ray has strengthDruggist
'be had signed the contract sub-letting
This morning there gets out for ,
ened his team since last here and
Yesterday's Results.
Padus
the
to
i
Dick
steamer
work
the
part
o'clock
8
at
:cellar
this
'Cairo
Vinin
Adopted at the Meeting Held
Sixth and Broadway
Paducah 3, Princeton 1 (It 'an- , wilt give the Indians some hard work.
cahens and would forward the papers Fowler. She comes back tonight at
cennes Monday.
r
Paducah certainly got the worst of
mingle)
to the necal contractors so they could t 'c/clock.
TELEPHONE 63.
Cairo o.
the division of the Henderson and
attach their signatures to same. The
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
• Vincennes t,
sched19
the
four-club
(Following
Hopkinsville players, but Paducah
a yesterday and comes back again to- In I I t ne-esteentel ertetel-4-: teneeeenerre
league of- encements are expected within
aid not need more than one or two. ule adopted by the Kitty
Today's Schedule.
IMCPTTOW While today's boat in that
Monday. It day or two.
The team can probably land the sec- ficials at Vincenne9 last
Paducah at Prieerettene
he
that
yesterday
said
Gardner
Mc.
teade is the John S .Hopkirse.
is the schedrule formulated by Manond flag with the present men.
Cairo at Vincennes.
intended leaving for Chicago within
The Reuben Dunbar got in from
The
Princeton.
Ray,
of
John
ager
Ike Durrett nas been made manasome Clarksville yesterday, left for Nashat
tininciok
-days
next
few
the
up by M.
ger of the Montgomery team in the four-club schedule drawn
that are manufac- ville and comes back from the ineer
Eleventh How Victory.
J. Farnbaker, of Cairo, was submit- 'huge weictrines
fans
local
Matv
league.
Southern
purpose of place next Sunday.
Princeton, Ind., July 26.-In one of
especial
the
tured
for
the
ted, but Ray's was considered
excavated
those
like
the prettiest and hardest fought will remember Durrett. He was Isere best. It is as follows:
ditches,
digging
The Peters Lee gees to Memphis
down. tonight and lays there until 5 o'clock
put
are
games on the local diamond this with the Toledo team early in The
sewers
storm
when
23,
22,
Paducah at Vincennes-July
season the Indiansebeat the Meals in spring, hut for some time has been 24, 25; Augiist 15, 16, 17; September He wants to see how rapidly these tomorrow afternoon before getting
Rubber Stamos Made at Home
left
field
for
playing
InDentgoncene.
stick
the eleventh inning by heavy
new machines work, and if they suit away on her return trip.
Can be appreciated more than
7.
6,
5*
of
manager`
Finn,
former
Mickey
will either
work. The store .riseltect 3 to 1.
The Rees Lee will reach Cincinnati
'Cairo at Princeton-July 22, 23, 24, he and Mr. Robertson
we
made elseweere,
those
Nashof
head
the
at
now
nut
Toledo,
it
bring
papoose
Indian,'
to
Dick Bralic. the
tomorrow and leave there at 5 o'clock
September 5, 6, lease or buy one of them,
are prepared to furnish all
has written Firesidtnt , Gns 28; August 15 16, 17;
pitcher, was on the slab and he had
here foe their work. It will be the Saturday afitiernoon on her return this
kinds of Rubber Stamps on
brought to way.
sew% an assortment of twisters and Thompson that Paducah and ChattaCairo at Vincennes-Juty 26, 27, 28, first of its character ever
short notice.
• • • speed that the Infente count not see nooga, Tenn., are being considered to 29; August 18, 19, zo; September 8, the city. Always heretofore the la- The City of Saltillo should reach
them as they shot over the peace. In take the berths of Shreveport and 9, to.
borers have had to dig the ditches St. Louis tonight and leave there to- RUBBER STAMPS,
very morroweafteerwort on her return for
the entire eleven inning_s the Infants nLittli. Rock in the Southern league, •Parettentreet Priereerie-Jul y
with shoed& and_this; takes_
PAM_STAMPS__
Mer this fairon -unit • in-fing-Ine
expense.
great
I got ---four hits. The Indians gave
at
time
long
the Tennessee river.
September
20;
19,
18,
August
LINEN MARKERS,
29;
alk
troll
have
no
would
Paducah
!thinks
him almost perfect support.
The conneact to lay the storm waThe City of Savannah is due up
9, to.
BRASS STENCILS,
good.
making
its
ble
who
while
Becker,
$16,000,
band,
other
On the
this morning bound for the Tenneseee
Vincennes at Cairo-July 30, 31, ter sewers equals about
DATER,
has been a stumbling block to the I League President Charles Brown August 1, 2; August 21, 22, 23; Sep- the Padvcah contractors will get ex- elver from Sc Louis.
Indian., was pounded all over the has returned from Vincennes and tember It, 12, 13.
INK PADS.
tra pay for grading the entire street
The City of Memphis is due mr of
net. being touched for ten safe drives. I Princeton. He reports the meeting
-July 30, 31, as they proceed with the sewer ope- the Tennessee river today bound for In fact, anything in Rubber Stamp
Paducah
at
;Princeton
The first tun of the game was l at Vincennes was very harmonious August 1, 2; Augus• 21, 22, 23;; Sep- rations. They win excavate from S. Levis.
accessories delivered On an hour's
made by Princeton in the fifth in- and prediets that every club will tember
gutter to gutter so the bitulithic peo12, 13.
have
notice.
and
behind
along
ning. It proved to be the team's fi- make money from now until the
come
Princeton at Cairo-August 3, 4, 5, ple can
nal 'core. Paducah did not score un- season ends because the teems are 6; August 24, 25, 26; September 14, nothing to do but lay their compositil the ninth when the Indians got more evenlymatehed, creating more
PADUCAH STAMP
tion* in the streets set apart for That
is. 16.
one. In the eleventh 'Inning they interest, and the mileage is consist.character of improvement, and the
3,
Paducati-August
at
Vincennes
erably lees than the six-clisb league.
STENCIL COMPANY
along with their
made two.
6; August 24, 25, 26; September brick people come
the He was treated royally at both peaces. 4, 5,
thoroughfares MEresSRS CHAILLE AND BRIDES
those
The " s minute y
for
brick
paving
403%. BROADWAY.
ARRIVE MONDAY FOR A
It's not fair for the Indians to have 14, 15. 16.
3 10
a Paducah
-August 7, R, 9. to be reconstructed with this matePaducah
at
Cairo
Old Phone 36.
SHORT VISIT.
ot
T 4 2 to play kw ttsceetnieent they .have alPrinceton
September rial. Paving brick go on the avenue
30;
39,
28,
27,
August
to;
four-daub
Batterien--Brahic and Land: Beek- ready won. If they ein the
from First to Fourth, and Jefferson Large Crowd of Young People Enpennant why f.hrxikl they not have 17 tni.
er and Downing.
Second mieyeftb. while the batJeri
7,
imommommommemmimi
-August
Princeton
Vincennes at
joyed Dance Last Night at The
the credit of having two. If they lose
the streets will have bituof
29, 30; Sep- atict
eft,
27,
August
to;
9,
ik
Weds.
Park-Justice
the last one then thy must be credlithlc used on them.
Duggan Did It.
The recollection of the
4
the six-club pen- tember 17, 18.
taking
ited
with
start
will
they
states
Gardner
July
"S.-Today:a
Ind.,
Mr.
ennee,
12,
'jecy
TI,
gust
Cairo-Au
at
and
Floyd
Paducal
prescriptions remains long akei
our
Msesers.
nfonday
Next
I •
•
to have
work in about two
t
by Vincenne-s could be told in nant. But Paducah etseres
2, 3, 4, 5, Septem- the storm water
September
arwill
14;
Flee
13,
Miami,
of
Chaille,
Lloyd
is forgotten.
price
this
the
everything
of
worst
weeks!earil it will take knee menthe to rive here from Plant, Tenn., to spend
a few wends Cairo., Couldn't 'hit. gotten the
bee 19, 20.
But
games.
even
on
holiday
seeson,
The
grading.
and
Duggan. He was pitted again et MorPrinceton at Vincennes-August finish the sewer,
several days with their aunt, Mrs.
stood for it in orbitulithic and brick work follows John K. Bonds, of Clay between
gan the former star testi-kr for Hen- the management
It, 12, 13, 144 September 2, 3,4, 4:
them up right along to the react
derson. Morgan peciwd a game that der to have a league.
Fifth and Sixth streets, while out on
New Era says: September 19, 20.
Hopkinsvillie
The
Duggan
egity„.„Fesseineer Weserington stated
but
win.
ordinarily
woitki
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
bridal tour. They will be actheir
-re
was a member of
eFeta y that.'-he esld leave' Rob- companied by their mother, Mrs.
pitched a little better. Only six hits "Otto Mullen, who
IN
BURGLARS
Tel. egt.
DARING
and Broadway.
ntn
the
when
team
be*
tet start the sewer
were made in the game; two by Cai- the Ifennlestene
NEW YORK CITY. ertson & Gardner
Carrie Chadic, who win spend' .a
thi9
town
delivand
for
called
reached
came,
break-up
Prescriptions
street.
Court
lower
Both
on
work off down
ro and four by Vincennes.
with her sister, Mrs. Bonds.
when the
was laid upon month
anywhere in the
charge
storm'
sewer
of
the
free
ered
When
teams accorded then pitcher, excel- morning. Mullen says that
disbanded the management Valuable jewels Stolen From Two Court from First to Second by thee Mrs. Chaille is a former reeident of
lent support. The game by innings: team
this city and is charmingly remem- city.
Residences in the Metropolis.
players $675, not a cent of
the
owed
e
contractor.; it was put only on the
Innings, I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9--T
bered by many friends who will greet
which wa, paid. The players then
North Side of that block. Now over her cordially on this, her first visit urramr-z-^usPuritssrshanner000 0000 00-0 2 2
Cairo, '
July 26.-A daring burg
York,
New
list
from
subscription
took
a
around
by
on the South side it win be laid
Vincennes 00000 1 cio x-I 4 t
$r2 each. A ben- lary was brought to light Tuesday, the contractors up to Second, and for some years. The wedding ft,
Batteries-Morgan and Tilsit; Dug- which they realized
efit game was also played ninety net- ahem cirerrizre deseribing Si5i000 then from Second on tout to Ninth the ytMitiff wen- ocuare.ed last night
flan and Matteson.
at Plant, Mr, Lloyd Chaille marrying
worth of stolen jewelry were sent out
4
ted them something additional.
goes on both sides. By the sewer Miss Lula E. Warren and Mr. Floyd
to all pawnterokere in New York
Ala..
Huntsville.
from
telegram
A
this
work wafting down on Court
BASEBALL NOTES.
nays: "The mianagesennt of the A wealthy New York business men, rneane the brick work begins there Chaille marrying Mies Eliza Haygood. The bridal party iirrives Monexpress sat- who has a country home in ConnecW5ley Piatt pitched great ball Huntsville ha-sleben team
also,
day on the steamer Clyde, on which
with
Europe
for
sailed
who
ticut,
and
the
of
isfaction over the disbanding
Tuesday
the two couples expect to return
DRY
week, is staid to have
lest
family
SEND YOUR ROUGH
his
betthat
believe
and
league
Tri-State
And aren't the teams playing great
SENSATIONAL
VERY
Southward.
victim.
the
been
an
with
here
be
ter
can
seen
baseball
ball? Keep it up.
CHARGE MADE
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
The Connecticut police have been
adDick Beattie certainly pitched some independent team. Recent local
Dance.
Delightful
burgthe
of
trace
any
get
to
unebk
Hoffman.
COMPANY,
SUPPLY
TOILET
Four hit, in eleven innings is going dition, are Red ?if urch.
A large crowd of young folk's enCotton lars or their plunder, and lists of the Ex-Gov. Bradley, in Potters' Bank•
All the tennes are well equipped Vitter, and Krebs from the
ruptcy Case, Charges Collusion.
joyed a (fence last evening at Wah. FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOTmissing property have been scattered
with fine twirler* and alue fast play States league. The Sheffield team has
lace park pavilion.
from the throughout the United States, with
on
players
weverai
taken
ere.
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-Former
26.
most
July
Ky.,
The
reward.
Louisville,
Married Yesterday.
liberal
a
of
offer,
and
team,
Ky,
(sounded
President Thompson rather than Hopkinsrville,
Grahamsensaa
of
sprung
a
Justice Ben Smithers
Gov. W. 0. Bradley
out." highly valued article stolen was
LIVERY. OLD PHONE 12:5.
ecittabble over Perdue let him go to Vitter today and shut I-lento-ilk
'Clvartey Beemer, the premier pitcher necklace ire turquoises, which had tion hi 'the federal court Tuesday vine, returned yesterday morning
Vincennes.
has accepted been a famine heirloom, and which when in answer of P. J. Potters' Sons. from Louisville. bringing with him
This is Frakes' day to work in the of the Kitty league.
bankers of Bowling Green, Ky., who his intended, Miss Mteggie Appletern". with the Decatur, Ill., team in was also of great intrinsic value.
The two, accompanied by
Another circular, sent out by a de-. assigned recently to an inwhintary gate.
the Three-Eye leagve, and left Sunday to join teat organization. Bo- tective agency, makes public another action In bankruptcy he charged that Mi ses Maggie Smithers and *able
IS WRITING INSURANCE FOR
uvet had several offers, but consid- robbery, ammonite; to $2000, which, Jacob Solinger arid J. R. Duffin, well Applegate, went from here to Meered the Decatur terms the • best, by a rseer coincidenoe, occurred in a krinvam attorneys' of this city. had en- tropolis, where Justice Liggett marMUNORTHWESTERN
THE
they giving 'him a salary on $125 per New York residence on the sawn< day tered into an agreement to force the ried the couple.
month. Cairo "won" Flornar in the that the robbery was committed in institution into bankruptcy in order
TUAL LIFE OF MILWAUBSIL
Secretary D. W. Coon", of the
dice throwing at [Henderson but had iCormecticut. The name of the loser to itet a large feel. The collusion is
"The Old Reliable Barber," the res binding deem on him after he was ; has been witeheed. Included- in the claimed to have been made between Commercial club, expects to leave HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS.
• A
"King of Rezors," has moved from released by the locat management. loot wee a necklace of eighty-one Duffin and Solinger and four local today for Cincinnati and Cleveland,
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEIB
40a Broadway to roe South Fourth This melees two Hoplcinsville pitchers , pearls, with a cross, suspended, from creditors of the hank. The bank's ae- 0., to confer with the proprietors of
'who are open to ne- HIM. ROOM 12, TRUEHEART
street (red front) and wishes to wel now with the 'Decatur team, these ;it, made of eleven pearl.... Another ons and leabilitise are slightly over a pottery plants,
gotiations looking towards Messing BUILDING. OLD PHONE, OP.
being iBotriar and Gill Edwards.- necklace consists of fifty-five
minion each.
come all his old friends and customto some other city. Mr. Coons will
Hopkineville New Era.
:graduated in size, with crystals inters
Pea.
FICE, r99; RESIDENCE, 316.
push Paducates claim,.
roc a Week for The Register.
'A local afternoon piper says some vening.
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Means Our Kentucky Coal will giv.e the most heat, burns up clean and makes no clinkers

Family Lump,well:screehed lic bu.
Large Nut
_
10c bu

Large Egg 11c `bu.
Nut
10c bu.

Place your order for coal with us

Unitel States Gas, Coal
13Qth phones 254,

Coke Company
Office Fc:_)1 ...3f Ohio St

s

PhD OF —ANCIEENT

lame&

laborers at Wilittalossherit. N. T., thee
at Appeours to Ile
earth
014 fleavenby Visitor.

HELPS FOX

IA JUNGLE

Nemo of Inforetattoe Peaneloeue
Celnary Departneent-asene
Ricelleszt

Aluminum is now being used ens
iensitely as a meter aal for toilet anti/ace. It has advantage& over selves/
at being light in weight and neve,
tarnishing, while it costs leer and cm
be treated in an equally artistic manger, says Boston Budget..
With a can of deviled ham one can
work wonders sometimes if one boa
e reliable cue to begin operations.
'or instance, have • small can of it
And mix it through two gillo of cream
whipped stiffly. Add to this, too, a
rill of consomme in which is nue
solved half an ounce or even less
gelatine. Put thin into paper cases
set
3r into little china molds and
an ice for as long a time as peera.
tart, or longer, and unmold when
serving.
Old potatoes should always be
placed over the stove in cold water
•nd new potatoes in boiling water
Let the old Potatoes stand in ice wa
ter for an hour or two after peeling
and before coosang.
Epicurean butter is meted with
frilled meats, etc. To make it, put
two tablespoonfuls of fi esh butter
in a small bowl, and w.irk into it
thoroughly with the poiat of a sit
Jer knife a mixture of rayenne,
mixed iho-b powder, minced pareley,
'emon juice and mushraoin powder.
Alien this is accomplished, set it on
the ice, and as soon as solid stamp it
into uainly pats. Dot these about
the meat in serving.
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
A delicious sandwich is made In
&3f.-Savins Devisee tad Spesial Merl. spreading thin ovals o: bread with
to Bo Place* en hona• of ti•
equal parts of finely chopped celery
with
Warehipe.
and walnut meats, mixed
chopped olives sod a little anayon.
The navy department is previdial asise.
some of the warships with a new If.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
raft. says • Washington epeedel to from the stone spirally, as me peels
the New York World. It consists oil an apple, being careful not to let tt
an elliptical eopper tabs somewhat break. Then make a tiny ball of the
Iliattened. with wir-tight senepera filling and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is oftes
The
Monts, strengthened by Raw
asect.; in doughnuts and fried drop
tube is incased in cosh,
oanvas and made absolutely water- cakes, causing the dough to beret out
tight. Attached to Ws heat is a to very irregular Pebbles on the
rope netting three feet deep, from edge, which soak fat and make the
which is suspended • wooden slatted doughnuts heavy and anahapely.
A pure cream of tartar baking pow.
bottom The netting is suspended
en the inner side of the fleet °ram fler makes the dough rime sbowty, as
the gas is not all liberated simply by
Anis which travel on leakage.
It the bottom rest. -* the props, moisture. Therefore, if you would
peidtlen, no matter which aids of the have the best results. either put the
diet falls upon the water when it biennia into an ov. a of moderate
is thrown overboard. It does net re rather than intoner heat, that they
villa to be righte& adjusted oe may bars time to rise before a brown
Israeli ahem* h is ready for servile/ or** Is formed. er let them stand
wets. beta imitates to rise, amil then pat
the teemed It strike* the
Oars ape ateaehal to the aides of the than into• hot area.
*tamed chicken or creamed sweat/.
less to propel it when it is oserapied.
lhasegt persons cannot get oi this breads may tales the plisse of creamed
enott to wink te, and, alike the life- oysters, aid are really mere wholebask It cannel impels* or founder, some and mare easily preeered. ParWhat seemed to be fragments of a
aguetie iron meteor, which may hays
descended to the earth centuries ago,
was discovered the other they by some
laborers who are excavating a *ells,
is Knickerbocker avenue, at Cornelia
Itreet, Williamsburg, N. Y. The dine
poyery was made at a depth of 40 feet,
being necessary to remota a hill he
fleet high before the sidewalk levet was
leached.
Upon reachtng a tea-foot depth ta
Ike cellar excavation the men came
*you the bard substanou end at first
believed it nothing' but solid rock. Ita
pxtraordinery weight, herterver, mad*
them examine it more closely, and
when they cut into a large piece of
the matter they found the interior was
a solid mass of Iron ore beseeth a
surface several Inches deep of herb
stied yellow clay.
The search was extended furthera
and the men came upon a perfectly
formed ape's head mad also a lases
head. Ali the matter was turned °wee
to "rank N. Schell, the contrnotor,
who will transfer the relies to some
aauseum.
"It appears to me," said Mr. Sae*.
that when this meteor feIl, perbirps
centuries ago, it struck the earth like
a shower of hailstones would. That
the pieces are all ancient Is evident
from the hard yellow clay wide% gars
mounts each piece."
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Vaellobeesat eeigebaosse Seems 1111
B. Well Developed la lime
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southers hmtots est
I hi 10001.IDITY
et Thom.
LIN .lees than s dreads ago there still re Questions Suggested by the Poo*
maimed a rural section which the people bi
liar Habits of Raccoons.
A sember of autheutle anecdote*
OOP.'
.
9=
Itollalt
the towns designated as the "jungle," a
At fiatainokin.
of prole-, have been collected by Le Tour die
5 teem -have survived the m
et oestumply headed down hem a
ion el the *aunty was isolated
wises this
the Poles and Ramat/ma Monde to illustrate the feet that the
aphatone et e• Southern Otos• el ease SIONISEIr
•roads and covered with dense
The "jangle" fell behind la the
march of progress. The farm wagon ooze
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Bile Capsule

McPHER.SON'S
DRUG STORE
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T

I.

OFF our regular Plain Marked prices

For Cash Only

Per Cent
Before moving back in our own new
building,327 BROADWAY, we have decided to sacrifice our stock, to
keep from moving, and at the same time make room for our immense
Fall and Holiday stock which will arrive September 1st.

J. L WOLFF, Jeweler,

TEMPORARILY RIta BUILDING,
318 BROADWAY.
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WANT
COLUMN

:West Kentucky Coal Co
HAS PURCH,ASED THE ENTIRE PLANT
OF THE UNITED STATES GAS, COAL &
COKE CO., AND TRADEWATER COAL
CO. NO CHANGE IN MANAGEMENT

-DONNT FORGET

KINJUCKY
SIL ,
4.1yli„

COAL CO.

Second and Ohio Street
Both Phones 254:
++44+++++014+++ +++++++++
Sprinkling System
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paducab Brewery Company
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